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TITLE 170 INDIANA UTILITY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
 

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
LSA Document #15-______ 

 
 
I. Statement of Need. 

A. Intention of rule. 

This rule is intended to do the following:  
1.   Address a federal or state statutory requirement;  
2.   Serve a public need, such as improving government processes or 

promoting public safety or health.   
 
Specifically, this rule updates the references to federal code and regulatory 
citations relating to minimum pipeline safety standards for gas pipelines. The 
United States Department of Transportation’s Pipeline and Hazardous Material’s 
Safety Administration (“PHMSA”) can delegate pipeline safety enforcement 
authority to states through a certification agreement.  The State of Indiana enacted 
Ind. Code chapter 8-1-22.5, Gas Pipeline Safety, to establish the Pipeline Safety 
Division (“PSD”) of the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission (“IURC” or 
“Commission”) and to enable the PSD and the Commission to carry out 
enforcement of these important safety standards.  As a result of this statute, the 
IURC was able to enter into a certification agreement with PHMSA.  The PSD is 
now charged under state law with administering and requiring compliance with 
federal and state safety standards as detailed in Ind. Code chapter 8-1-22.5.  In 
order to enforce the federal pipeline standards, the IURC’s administrative rules 
must specifically adopt these standards.  This adoption is required by PHMSA for 
the PSD to continue to receive federal grant money to enforce pipeline safety 
standards.   
 
The changes ensure the state’s rules are at least as stringent as the federal rules.  
The safe and efficient delivery of natural gas is essential to the citizens of the 
State of Indiana for heat, energy, and hot water.  These rules help to safeguard the 
public from natural gas explosions, which are devastating and deadly. 

B. Estimated number affected. 

The Commission estimates the following will be affected by the rule: 
1. Individuals:  All citizens of Indiana.  At least 1,984,000 customers are 

served by a regulated gas utility.  These customers would suffer if damage 
to a gas pipeline resulted in a loss of service.  In addition, the public at 
large is at risk if pipeline safety standards are not followed and there is a 
resultant explosion.   

2. Businesses:  Seventy-two (72) gas utilities. 
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C. Policy or goal of rule. 

The main goal of the Proposed Rule is to increase public safety and, in particular, 
to reduce the risk of gas leaks and explosions causing property damage, injuries, 
and loss of life.  In addition, the rules in place do not reflect current statutory 
language and some are unclear.  This rule will update language to match federal 
and state statutes.  It will remove redundant and clumsy language.   

The Proposed Rule will not change the number of subject entities or increase 
regulations..  Gas utilities must already follow existing federal and state rules.  
This rulemaking simply gives the PSD the ability to enforce the necessary safety 
standards pursuant to its state and delegated authority.   

1. Conduct the rule is designed to change. 

The original rule was adopted to provide an added layer of safety to 
certain natural gas customers in the state and to enforce rules already in 
place for all customers.  The Proposed Rule will provide clearer language 
to ensure compliance with federal standards and state statutory revisions in 
place since 2010.  
 
The rule will also adopt additional federal rules that were not listed in the 
rulemaking previously, but for which gas utilities were already subject 
under federal law.  

2. Harm resulting from the conduct above. 

Failure to comply with the current rule or the Proposed Rule could result 
in increases in gas leaks and explosions, causing significant property 
damage, injuries, and loss of life. 

3. Involvement of the regulated entities in rule development. 

Regulated entities were not involved in the rule development.  As noted 
above, regulated entities were already subject to the standards under 
federal law.  This rulemaking simply adopts those federal standards.  The 
Proposed Rule provides clearer language and better guidance to regulated 
entities. 

4. Commission methodology. 

The IURC compared current federal pipeline safety standards to the 
current state rule.  Anywhere that language did not match or was missing, 
it was added to the Proposed Rule.  In addition, current rule language was 
reviewed and modified for clarity. 

II. Evaluation of Costs and Benefits.   
Will the benefits likely exceed the costs?  Yes.  There are no costs associated with the 
Proposed Rule.  It simply adopts federal standards that regulated entities are already 
required to follow.  The rule may actually benefit regulated entities, as the language and 
therefore expectations are clearer. 
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A. Estimated primary and direct benefits. 

There are two primary and direct benefits to this rule.  First, the rule clarifies the 
expectations the PSD has for regulated entities.  Also, by enumerating these 
requirements, the PSD has enforcement authority to request fines and hazardous 
condition orders from the IURC if an unsafe situation exists.   
 
The second benefit is that the PSD will maintain the federal funding it receives 
under 49 U.S.C. § 198, et seq.  The IURC does not have sufficient funding in its 
budget for PSD staff without this funding. The agency relies on the federal grant 
money to sustain the PSD’s essential team of pipeline engineers and inspectors.   

B. Estimated secondary or indirect benefits. 

A secondary benefit to the rule is that regulated entities can now review a rule that 
is clearer and matches federal language, rather than being bound by federal and 
state rules that slightly differed from each other. 

C. Estimated compliance costs for regulated entities. 

There will be no increase in the costs that regulated entities already incur to 
comply with the current rule.  If anything, the costs for regulated entities will be 
reduced because less administrative time will be spent comparing state versus 
federal requirements.   

D. Estimated administrative expenses. 

There will be no increase in the administrative expenses because regulated entities 
already comply with the current rule in its federal form. 

E. Estimated cost savings to regulated entities. 

Costs savings may be minimal; however, the clearer language provided by the 
Proposed Rule should eliminated some questions or confusion regulated entities 
encounter. 

F. Sources consulted and methodology used.  

The IURC’s determinations are based on the fact that the Proposed Rule is simply 
a clarifying rule that rectifies issues with the language of the current rule.  
Regulated entities will not be faced with additional regulations as a result of the 
Proposed Rule’s adoption.  In fact, regulated entities will benefit from the clarity 
that will result from the language revisions implemented by the Proposed Rule. 

III. Examination of Alternatives.   
 

There are no alternatives to the rulemaking that would permit the PSD to keep its 
federal funding.  The PSD has already been notified by the PHMSA that the 
current administrative rule is insufficient.  That was the catalyst for this 
rulemaking.  In addition, other alternatives are insufficient to achieve the 
necessary degree of pipeline safety for the reasons listed below.   
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A. Alternatives defined by statute.   

No alternatives are defined by statute.  The rule is consistent with the specific 
statutory requirements regarding the proposed rule.  Specifically, Ind. Code § 8-1-
22.5-2 charges the PSD with regulating gas pipelines “to promote the public 
safety.”  The proposed rule is clearly within the Commission’s statutory 
discretion.     

B. The feasibility of market-oriented approaches. 

Market-oriented approaches are not appropriate as an alternative.  The Proposed 
Rule simply clarifies language and regulations already present in the current rule.  

C. Measures to improve the availability of information as an alternative to 
regulation. 

Measures to improve the availability of information, rather than regulation, would 
not be sufficient.  There is not an issue with regulated entities understanding what 
they have to do.  These rules give the PSD enforcement authority to request fines 
and hazardous conditions orders where safety regulations are not followed.  This 
can only be done with a change to the administrative rules  

D. Various enforcement methods. 

A lower degree of stringency would not be sufficient.  There is no other way to 
reach a similar increased level of safety.  

E. Performance standards rather than design standards.   

Performance standards would not be sufficient.  Regulated entities need clear 
guidelines on what to survey and what to report to meet the level of safety the 
Commission and the PSD require. 

F. Different requirements for different sized regulated entities.   

Different requirements for different sized operators would not meet the ultimate 
purpose of increasing safety.  All regulated entities should follow the same safety 
standards regardless of their size.  

G. Establish a baseline.  

The baseline is the current rule.  If the baseline continues, PHMSA notified PSD 
that is insufficient and will result in a loss of federal funding.  A no-action 
baseline and the subsequent loss of funding would result in a diminished or 
possibly nonexistent pipeline program with little to no safety oversight. 
Explosions, with the resulting property damage and deaths, may drastically 
increase.   

H. Different compliance dates. 

Different compliance dates are not applicable or compatible with the current rule 
or the Proposed Rule. 
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I. Redundancy.  

The Proposed Rule does not duplicate any standards already found in state law.  
While the rules are already found in federal law, it is necessary to adopt the 
standards as Indiana rules as well.  Under Ind. Code § 8-1-22.5-4, the PSD shall 
administer and require compliance with federal safety standards.  Further, it shall 
establish through administrative rules minimum state safety standards that are at 
least as stringent as the federal safety standards. 

IV. Legislative Council Analysis, IC 4-22-2-28(i) 
 

A. Steps to minimize expenses to regulated entities required to comply with the 
rule. 
 
There is no expense to regulated entities to comply with the rule.   
 

B. Justification of any requirement or cost that is imposed on a regulated entity 
under the rule. 
 
There is no expense to regulated entities to comply with the rule.   
 

C. Annual economic impact of a rule on all small businesses after the rule is 
fully implemented. 

 
There is no expense to regulated entities, including small businesses, to comply 
with the rule.   

 
D. Review of alternative methods of achieving the purpose of the rule that are 

less costly or intrusive or would otherwise minimize the economic impact of 
the rule on small businesses. 

 
There is no expense to regulated entities, including small businesses, to comply 
with the rule.  Therefore, no alternative methods are necessary.   

 
E. Consideration of any other law to conduct an analysis of the cost, economic 

impact, or fiscal impact of a rule.  
 

This statement considers all required fiscal analysis pursuant to IC 4-22. 

V. Total Estimated Impact. 
The Proposed Rule will have NO FISCAL IMPACT on regulated entities.  The 
Proposed Rule simply clarifies the current rule and ensures compliance with 49 U.S.C. § 
198, et seq. and Ind. Code § 8-1-22.5-4.  Not adopting the Proposed Rule puts the IURC 
and the State of Indiana at risk of losing the federal grant that funds the Pipeline Safety 
program in Indiana. 
 
The total estimated impact is NOT greater than $500,000 on all regulated persons. 
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